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Figure 26: Solar-C Spacecraft; source: NAOJ. The scientific payload also includes the Irradiance Monitor (IM).

vide the downlink of science data to ground via X-band
communication channels (see Section 4.5). The Iner-
tia Reference Unit (IRU), not visible in Figure 26) will
be established by a fibre-optic gyro system with low-
est possible drift rates. The startrackers and the IRU
will have considerable heritage from and achieve per-
formance levels as those in Alphasat, Sentinel-2 and
EDRS-C.

Instruments and spacecraft structures that are essen-
tial for stability and accuracy, are equipped with heaters
to provide a stable thermal environment. In addition, in-
struments will have emergency heaters to keep them in a
safe state in case of malfunctions of the bus system. The
heating power requirements are the result of a detailed
thermal analysis which will be carried out as part of the
design phase.

Two solar array panels are deployed from the two
sides of the spacecraft body and are designed to generate
about 5 000 Watt of electrical power. A possible reduc-
tion of the panel size or of the number of solar cells will
be based on the more accurately determined power re-
quirements available after the definition phase. The size
of the spacecraft body (telescopes and bus module) is
roughly 3.7 ⇥ 3.2 ⇥ 7.1m3, excluding the solar arrays.
This size fits in the fairing envelope of the H-IIA 4S
rocket. The estimate for the total mass is about 4 met-
ric tons, which consists of 2.3 ton dry mass and 1.7 ton
propellant, which requires efforts on reduction for a H-
IIA launch, but the mass constraint may be relaxed with
the new H-III rocket (first flight expected in 2020).

The model specification of the spacecraft system is
summarised in Table 6.
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Figure 24: The opto-mechanical layout of HCI. The layout resembles that of the EUV imagers TRACE, SDO/AIA and Hi-C.

10 Hz bandwidth cutoff and will allow smooth operation
of the image motion compensation system.

In terms of resources, the instrument occupies a
volume of 430 ⇥ 70 ⇥ 40 cm3, has a mass of 155 kg
(including 15 % margin) and requires 68 W power (of
which 24 W for operational heaters).

3.4 High Resolution Coronal Imager (HCI)

The HCI is a normal-incidence EUV telescope con-
sisting of primary and secondary mirrors in Ritchey-
Chrétien configuration. It will perform high-resolution
imaging in the EUV pass-bands described in Sec-
tion 2.4: 30.4 nm containing the He II resonance line as
diagnostic of the transition region, 17.1 nm containing
lines of Fe IX and Fe X showing 1 MK coronal struc-
tures at high contrast, and 9.4 nm containing Fe XVIII
with emission in very hot outburst features.

Table 5 summarises key design features of HCI.
The primary and secondary mirrors are both divided
into three sectors, with each sector coated with different
multi-layer coatings for high reflectance in the pertinent
passband. The sectors have different areas to accommo-
date expected count rates (17.1 nm 33%, 30.4 nm 17%,
9.4 nm 50%, respectively).

The primary mirror will have a clear aperture of
32 cm diameter. Wavelength selection will be done with
a filter wheel as in SDO/AIA.

The optics will give an effective focal length of
20 m. Combined with a 10µm pixel back-thinned CCD
(4k⇥4k format) this gives 0.100/pixel sampling.

The secondary mirror will have an active mount that
is actuated to remove instrument pointing errors and fo-
cus the system, as in TRACE and SDO/AIA. As in these

instruments, HCI will have a guide telescope for Sun-
tracking to feed the image stabiliser. This system will
incorporate spacecraft pointing information to achieve
the required pointing accuracy and stability.

Entrance filters will reject visible light. An aper-
ture door protects them during launch, as in TRACE and
SDO/AIA. A mechanical shutter near the focal plane
controls the exposure time. Typical exposure times (as
for the comparable channels of SDO/AIA) will range
from 0.1 s for flares to 100 s for dark quiet-Sun targets.

The analog output from the single CCD will be con-
verted into 14 bits. In standard observing, the readout
area will cover only one quarter of the full FOV (2k⇥2k
pixels or 20500⇥20500) at an exposure cadence of 10 s.
The planned data rates for normal-cadence observations
are 5.9 Mbps (raw), 2.9 Mbps (lossless) and 1.3 Mbps
(lossy). In lossless compression each pixel value corre-
sponds to 7 bits; in lossy compression only 3 bits. In fast
small-area sampling 1024 ⇥ 1024 pixels (10000⇥10000)
readout can reach 1 s cadence with lossy compression.

HCI will use large heritage from the comparable
EUV imagers on-board TRACE and SDO/AIA. How-
ever, as the instrument will have 5–6 times better an-
gular resolution, the following issues will be assessed
during the definition phase:
– mirror micro-roughness, i.e., optimising multi-layer

reflectance and minimising wide-angle scattering;.
– effect of multi-layer coatings on effective area after

masking;
– stabilisation at twice the resolution of IRIS;
– vibration from moving elements (as the filter wheel);
– effect of hits by energetic particles.
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Figure 24: The opto-mechanical layout of HCI. The layout resembles that of the EUV imagers TRACE, SDO/AIA and Hi-C.

10 Hz bandwidth cutoff and will allow smooth operation
of the image motion compensation system.

In terms of resources, the instrument occupies a
volume of 430 ⇥ 70 ⇥ 40 cm3, has a mass of 155 kg
(including 15 % margin) and requires 68 W power (of
which 24 W for operational heaters).

3.4 High Resolution Coronal Imager (HCI)

The HCI is a normal-incidence EUV telescope con-
sisting of primary and secondary mirrors in Ritchey-
Chrétien configuration. It will perform high-resolution
imaging in the EUV pass-bands described in Sec-
tion 2.4: 30.4 nm containing the He II resonance line as
diagnostic of the transition region, 17.1 nm containing
lines of Fe IX and Fe X showing 1 MK coronal struc-
tures at high contrast, and 9.4 nm containing Fe XVIII
with emission in very hot outburst features.

Table 5 summarises key design features of HCI.
The primary and secondary mirrors are both divided
into three sectors, with each sector coated with different
multi-layer coatings for high reflectance in the pertinent
passband. The sectors have different areas to accommo-
date expected count rates (17.1 nm 33%, 30.4 nm 17%,
9.4 nm 50%, respectively).

The primary mirror will have a clear aperture of
32 cm diameter. Wavelength selection will be done with
a filter wheel as in SDO/AIA.

The optics will give an effective focal length of
20 m. Combined with a 10µm pixel back-thinned CCD
(4k⇥4k format) this gives 0.100/pixel sampling.

The secondary mirror will have an active mount that
is actuated to remove instrument pointing errors and fo-
cus the system, as in TRACE and SDO/AIA. As in these

instruments, HCI will have a guide telescope for Sun-
tracking to feed the image stabiliser. This system will
incorporate spacecraft pointing information to achieve
the required pointing accuracy and stability.

Entrance filters will reject visible light. An aper-
ture door protects them during launch, as in TRACE and
SDO/AIA. A mechanical shutter near the focal plane
controls the exposure time. Typical exposure times (as
for the comparable channels of SDO/AIA) will range
from 0.1 s for flares to 100 s for dark quiet-Sun targets.

The analog output from the single CCD will be con-
verted into 14 bits. In standard observing, the readout
area will cover only one quarter of the full FOV (2k⇥2k
pixels or 20500⇥20500) at an exposure cadence of 10 s.
The planned data rates for normal-cadence observations
are 5.9 Mbps (raw), 2.9 Mbps (lossless) and 1.3 Mbps
(lossy). In lossless compression each pixel value corre-
sponds to 7 bits; in lossy compression only 3 bits. In fast
small-area sampling 1024 ⇥ 1024 pixels (10000⇥10000)
readout can reach 1 s cadence with lossy compression.

HCI will use large heritage from the comparable
EUV imagers on-board TRACE and SDO/AIA. How-
ever, as the instrument will have 5–6 times better an-
gular resolution, the following issues will be assessed
during the definition phase:
– mirror micro-roughness, i.e., optimising multi-layer

reflectance and minimising wide-angle scattering;.
– effect of multi-layer coatings on effective area after

masking;
– stabilisation at twice the resolution of IRIS;
– vibration from moving elements (as the filter wheel);
– effect of hits by energetic particles.
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Figure 26: Solar-C Spacecraft; source: NAOJ. The scientific payload also includes the Irradiance Monitor (IM).

vide the downlink of science data to ground via X-band
communication channels (see Section 4.5). The Iner-
tia Reference Unit (IRU), not visible in Figure 26) will
be established by a fibre-optic gyro system with low-
est possible drift rates. The startrackers and the IRU
will have considerable heritage from and achieve per-
formance levels as those in Alphasat, Sentinel-2 and
EDRS-C.

Instruments and spacecraft structures that are essen-
tial for stability and accuracy, are equipped with heaters
to provide a stable thermal environment. In addition, in-
struments will have emergency heaters to keep them in a
safe state in case of malfunctions of the bus system. The
heating power requirements are the result of a detailed
thermal analysis which will be carried out as part of the
design phase.

Two solar array panels are deployed from the two
sides of the spacecraft body and are designed to generate
about 5 000 Watt of electrical power. A possible reduc-
tion of the panel size or of the number of solar cells will
be based on the more accurately determined power re-
quirements available after the definition phase. The size
of the spacecraft body (telescopes and bus module) is
roughly 3.7 ⇥ 3.2 ⇥ 7.1m3, excluding the solar arrays.
This size fits in the fairing envelope of the H-IIA 4S
rocket. The estimate for the total mass is about 4 met-
ric tons, which consists of 2.3 ton dry mass and 1.7 ton
propellant, which requires efforts on reduction for a H-
IIA launch, but the mass constraint may be relaxed with
the new H-III rocket (first flight expected in 2020).

The model specification of the spacecraft system is
summarised in Table 6.
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Summary�
•  SOLAR-C is a mission to understand the causal 

linkage between solar magnetic fields and active 
phenomena on the Sun and in the heliosphere. 

 

•  SOLAR-C equips three major payloads to elucidate 
fundamental problems in Helio-physics 

    by high-resolution (0.1”−0.3”) imaging & spectroscopy   
    with temporally stable chromospheric magnetometry.  
 

•  All telescopes of the SOLAR-C have capability to 
observe coronal rains with enough spatial resolution, 
enough cadence, and enough coverage of 
temperature. 


